Cast Your Vote in Society Elections

The 2015 ASA, CSSA, and SSSA elections opened in mid-February and close in mid-March. These elections include: ASA, CSSA, and SSSA president-elect; ASA section representatives to the board of directors and section vice chairs; CSSA division representatives to the board of directors and division chairs-elect; SSSA group representatives to the board of directors and division chairs-elect; and SSSA bylaws revisions. The following individuals are running for president-elect:

ASA President-Elect Candidates
Jessica G. Davis, Colorado State University
James A. Ippolito, USDA-ARS Northwest Irrigation and Soils Research Lab

CSSA President-Elect Candidates
E. Charles Brummer, University of California-Davis
C. Wayne Smith, Texas A&M University

SSSA President-Elect Candidates
Andrew N. Sharpley, University of Arkansas
Ronald F. Turco, Purdue University

When the elections opened, emails were sent to each Society’s eligible voters, encouraging them to view candidate information and vote online at: www.agronomy.org/membership/elections, www.crops.org/membership/elections, and www.soils.org/membership/elections. Paper ballots may be requested by those unable to vote online by contacting Sara Uttech, suttech@sciencesocieties.org or 608-268-4948.

NEW MEMBERS

We welcome the following new members who joined ASA, CSSA, and SSSA in January 2015.

Brazil
Rogerio, Ferreira Resende Martins, Rio Branco, Acre, SSSA
Silva, Claudio Ricardo da, Uberlândia, Minas Gerais, ASA, CSSA
Di Mauro, Antonio Orlando, Ribeirao Preto, Sao Paulo, ASA

Canada
Adelekun, Mayowa Francis, Winnipeg, MB, ASA, CSSA, SSSA
Weibe, Ed, Winnipeg, MB, ASA, CSSA, SSSA
Manoharan, Mullai, Truro, NS, ASA, CSSA, SSSA
Mehmal, Leanna, Biggar, SK, ASA

Colombia
Torres Toro, Edgar Alonso, Cali, ASA, CSSA

Germany
Schroeter, Ingrid, Leipzig, SSSA
Koszinski, Sylvia, Müncheberg, SSSA

India
Rao, Srinivasa, Hyderabad, ASA, CSSA, SSSA

Macedonia
Chukaliev, Ordan Dimitar, Skopje, ASA, CSSA, SSSA

Philippines
Jagadish, Krishna, Laguna, ASA, CSSA, SSSA

Switzerland
Schmid, Kyoko Candy, Cointrin, ASA

United States
Da Cunha Leme Filho, Jose Franco, Auburn University, AL, ASA
Ogles, Charles Zachry, Auburn University, AL, ASA, CSSA, SSSA
Balkcom, Kris B, Headland, AL, ASA, CSSA
Benson, Nelson Ray, Fayetteville, AR, ASA, CSSA, SSSA
Kumar, Anuj, Fayetteville, AR, ASA, CSSA,
Afridi, Jhon Bahadur, Arcata, CA, SSSA
Gilster, Steven P, Arcata, CA, SSSA
Groves, Simone YS, Arcata, CA, ASA, CSSA, SSSA
Sanchez, Axel Zachary, Arcata, CA, ASA, CSSA, SSSA
Trimingham, Catherine, Arcata, CA, ASA, CSSA, SSSA
Vasquez, Edward A, Arcata, CA, SSSA
Vasquez, Gena Rena, Arcata, CA, ASA, CSSA, SSSA
Whiteley, Jake Alexander, Arcata, CA, SSSA
Wright, Phillip Thomas, Arcata, CA, SSSA
Velasco, Efrain, Chino Hills, CA, ASA
Chiaratsu, Jessica, Davis, CA, ASA, CSSA, SSSA
Risorta, Sarah Paige, Davis, CA, ASA
Bales, Eleanor Harriet, El Cerrito, CA, SSSA
Chapman, Josh, Santa Clarita, CA, SSSA
Miller-ter Kuile, Diana, La Jara, CO, ASA, CSSA, SSSA
Yemna, Angela, Littleton, CO, SSSA
Schnarr, Cassandra, Loveland, CO, SSSA
Paczkowski, Karen, Washington, DC, ASA
Kastner-Wilcox, Renita Kay, Gainesville, FL, ASA, CSSA, SSSA
Brown, Robert Mason, Athens, GA, SSSA
Harmon, Deidre Danielle, Athens, GA, ASA, CSSA
Gentry, Emily A, Ames, IA, ASA, CSSA, SSSA
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